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Ideal for plasterboard ceilings or other non-grid areas. Shift 

sign placement left or right with ease, install parallel tracks for a 

3D layered effect, eg in display windows. Remove and replace 

promotions in seconds. Powdercoated off-white to match ceiling.

2mm galvanized wire with 16mm opening. 

Ideal for ONE-UP applications.

#1767 1200mm

#1768 2400mm

Galvanized wire hook.

Virtually invisible white 

plastic clip for light                  

applications.

Low Profile Galvanized 

wire hook - can be 

installed with Ropole.

#1750

#1770/4 100mm 

#1770/6 150mm 

#1770/12 300mm  

#1770/18 450mm

#1770/24 600mm 

#1770/30 750mm

#1770/36 900mm

#1753

#1751

GRID CEILING HOOKS

SCREW-ON CEILING TRACK

FISH CLIP WIRE CLIP

FISH CLIP

REGULAR HOOK
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©

Jet-Wire© is an expanding spring hook which 

remains in desired position when it’s pulled. Can 

be loaded with up to 1kg in all positions. Tensile 

strength when completely extended up to 3,5kg. 

Attach Jet-Wire© to the ceiling and pull down tro 

desired position. Hooks on foldable wire make 

hanging simple and fast.

Allows hanging of multiple signs or 

other objects in tandem.

1.5m 1.5m 3.5m

#1771 25mm long

#1773 45mm long

#1772 100mm long - heavy duty

A. Mighty Clip

50mm overall length with 10mm dia. rotating ring 

and spring clip. Black or White. 

#5039

   

B. Super Mighty Clip

100mm overall length with 25mm dia. rotating ring 

and heavy duty spring clip. Black or White. 

#5033

C. Boot Clip

120mm overall length with wire coat hanger hook 

and heavy duty clear plastic spring clip. 

#5034      

 

#1774 #1774A #1774HD

In all
positions

0.4kg

In all
positions

1kg

In all
positions

1kg

Tensile
strength

1kg

Tensile
strength
3.5kg

Tensile
strength
3.5kg

A

C

B

GRID CEILING HOOKS

‘S’ HOOKS

UNIVERSAL SPRING CLIPS

JET-WIRE  MOBILE SPRING
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• In-store poster hanging has never been easier thanks to our range of poster rails that allow your 

to suspend graphics from thin paper to foamboards.

• Our range of ceiling-mount fittings offer fixed or variable length hooks that can be mounted onto 

suspended ceiling grid systems or flushed ceilings.

• Our new REEL-EASY retractable suspension fitting means that you’ll never have to climb a ladder 

again to change signage.

• Our lowest price sign holder.

• Sturdy yet lightweight.

• No scoring or stapling necessary.

• Simply slides on to graphic.

• Our most popular sign holder.

• Easiest to use - simple snap open, 

insert your graphic then snap shut.

• Install and replace in seconds.

• No scoring or stapling required.

AP1777 

Hanging clip.

Hanging Clips

#1778 

Clear Plastic. 

#1759 

Metal Clip.

#1776/3 1000mm (L)

#1776/4 1250mm (L)

Available in Clear (CL), Black (BL) 

or White (WH).

#1780/3 1000mm (L)

#1780/4 1200mm (L)

#1780/8 2400mm (L)

#1780/10 3000mm (L)

POSTER RAILS - PLASTIC
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#1779 Black plastic.
#1778 Clear plastic.

#1759 Pressed steel-zinc finish.

#1787/3 1000mm (L)

#1787/4 1250mm (L)

#1787/8 2500mm (L)

#1787/5M 5000mm (L)

Available in Clear Anodised (AN) or Polished Silver (PS).

This ALI-INFO system provides you with the most versatile signage 

system - a perfect combination of elegant, metallic appearance 

together with rigid construction that totally eliminates bowing over 

long lengths.

Available with accessories for a wide range of graphic materials                      

-  from thin paper, vinyl banner to 5mm thick foam board.

Black plastic cap pushes 

into end to provide a 

finished look.

When you need to change 

the graphic simply rotate.

The economy of the PLASTI-SLIDE 

in conjunction with the rigidity of the 

ALI-INFO-RAIL. Works best in semi-

rigid sunstrates up to 2mm thick.               

For longer lengths you can use a 

number of 300mm long PLASTI-SLIDE 

pieces for easier attachment.

ALI-INFO-RAIL will accept vinyl 

or canvas banners with a sewn 

pocket to take an 8mm dia. 

dowel.

#1789/3 1000mm (L)

#1789/4 1250mm (L)

#1789/8 500mm (L)

Includes 2 x end caps.

Specify aluminium finish:

Clear Anodised (AN) or Polished Silver (PS).

ALI-INFO-RAIL can accept up to 

4.5mm thick foam board without 

scoring. Use #1736 plastic rivet on 

rigid substrates of thinner material.

#1792/3 1000mm (L)

#1792/4 1250mm (L)

#1792/8 2500mm (L)

Includes 2 x end caps.

Specify aluminium finish:

Clear Anodised (AN) or Polished Silver (PS).

#1736

Drill 6mm diameter holes 

down 6mm (to centre)

Push in plastic rivets 

from either side

Slide into rails on inside 

of aluminium extrusion

1

2

1

2

ALI-INFO RAIL

ALI-INFO RAIL

END CAP HANGING CLIPS

ALI-INFO + PLASTI-SLIDE ALI-INFO + PLASTI-GRABBER

ALI-INFO-RAIL & ALI-INFO-RAIL & 

SEWN BANNERS RIGID SUBSTRATES
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More than just a great-looking frame - Ali-Info Frames are designed 

for maximum versatility and utmost ease of use. Able to mount almost 

anywhere, once assembled graphics slide in and out for quick changing. 

Whether you have one graphic to display or a whole programme, Ali-Info 

Frame provides the universal solution.

•  Can be mounted to walls, windows, ceilings and floors.

•  Top or side loading for easy changing.

•  Choose from standard sizes or we can cut to your exact dimensions.

•  Deluxe mitred corners simply push together for easy assembly.

•  Choose from modern “natural anodized” finish or deluxe  “polished silver”

•  Designed to accept graphic panels up to 4.5mm thick.

A) STANDARD FRAME SIZES

1. #1730/A4

 #1730/A3

 #1730/A2

 #1730/A1

 #1730/A0

2. Specify finish - Natural Anodized (AN) or Polished Silver (POL)

3. Specify - Landscape (L) or Portrait (P)

4. Specify - Top opening (T) or Side opening (S)

e.g. #1730A3ANPT (A3 sized frame in natural anodized finish, 

portrait with opening at top).

B) CLEAR PLASTIC SANDWICH LABEL (optional)

Clear, thin, non-reflective PVC sleeve to protect paper graphics.

#29250/A5

#29240/A4

#29230/A3

#29220/A2

#29210/A1

C) METAL CORNER STAKES

(included in standard frames, also available separately)

Galvanised steel. Simple push fit into mitred frame. 

8 required per frame.

#1735

N.B Corner stakes are included in standard frame pricing.

#1733

Plankwall clip. 

Use 2 clips per frame.

#1732

Use 2 clips to hang frame 

4 clips for a more secure 

fixing. Sold individually..

ALI-INFO-FRAME

ALI-INFO-FRAME

WALL CLIPS
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• A fully assembled, self-contained, front loading poster frame.

• Spring-loaded sides hinge independently for rapid graphic 

change.

• Choose from single or double-sided viewing.

• An excellent system for lightbox fronts with opal acrylic backing 

panel, allowing simple transparency change.

• Standard finishes available:

• Choose from the following mounting options:

 - Secure wall fix with 4 screw

 - Removable wall fix with 2 screws

 - Suction cup mounting for windows,

 - refrigerators etc.

Spring steel clip makes frame 

snap shut. Use minimum of                 

2 pieces per frame side.

Plastic fitting clips onto the 

back of plastic corner and 

retains suction cap.

#1740  WALL MOUNT

Backing board - 3mm white PVC

Cover sheet - 1.0mm clear plastic.

Back frame - Mill finish.

Front frame - Natural anodised.

Specify size - eg. #1740/A3

#1741  HANGING OR WINDOW MOUNT

Backing board - 3mm clear acrylic

Cover sheet - 1.0mm clear plastic.

Back frame - Natural anodised

Front frame - Natural anodised.

Specify size - eg. #1741/A2

#1742  LIGHT BOX COVER

Backing board - 3mm opal acrylic

Cover sheet - 1.0mm clear plastic.

Back frame - Mill finish

Front frame - Natural anodised.

Specify size - eg. #1742/A1

C CD

E

E F

FRONT FRAME

CLOSED OPENBACK FRAME
BACKING 

BOARD

SPRING CLIP

CLEAR PLASTIC 

COVER SHEET

& POSTER

A

A

C

C

G

F

STANDARD BACKING BOARD

3mm white waterproof PVC.

#1739

CLEAR PLASTIC COVER SHEET

Specify size - eg. #AP1731/A2

#1731

F

G

B

B

     #1795

Back frame - Mill Finish (M) or Natural Anodised (A). 

   

     #1794

Front frame - Mill Finish (M) or Natural Anodised (A).

May be powdercoated to your requirements

#1799

#1797

Available in Grey (GY)

or Black (BL).

#1744

Includes plastic clip 

& suction cap. Use 4 

sets per frame

D

Plastic moulded corner tightens 

onto frame with grub screws. 

4 required per frame.

Moulded plastic. Push fit into 

plastic corner.

#1798

Available in Bright Chrome 

(C) or Satin Chrome (S).

ALI-CLICK FRAMES

ALI-CLICK FRAMES

   E-SPRING CLIP    PLASTIC CORNER

   CORNER CAP    SUCTION CAP ATTACHMENT
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• 70% of final purchasing decisions are made at the point of 

purchase. But first you have to get them into your stores.

• Taken over their lifespan, footpath signs are an extremely 

cost effective medium.

• Changing your advertising message to suit your current 

promotion, or product release, stimulates a higher level of 

interest resulting in increased sales.

• ZIVA Footpath Signs take A1 posters or digital prints which 

can be quickly and easily changed by one person.

• ZIVA Footpath Signs virtually eliminate the tripping hazard 

that traditional A-Frame signs present. The water weighted 

base prevents them being blown away in strong winds and 

becoming a traffic hazard.

#1705

‘ZIVA’ FOOTPATH SIGN

‘ZIVA’ FOOTPATH SIGN
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Clear Butyrate - solvent bond to acrylic.

Holds up to 1.5mm thickness.

Self adhesive PVC extrusions with clear front which 

encloses the ticket and prevents dust being trapped in 

the base of the channel.

#0507A With adhesive tape - 150mm

#0507/8 No adhesive - 2440mm

Flat 

 Length x Ticket height

#0527/26 914mm x 26mm

#0527/39 914mm x 39mm

#0528/26 1200mm x 26mm

#0528/39 1200mm x 39mm

Coloured backs available to special order

Angled 

Adheres to top of shelf.

 Length x Ticket height

#704/26  914mm x 26mm

#705/26  1200mm x 26mm

TICKET HOLDERS & DATA STRIPS

GRIP STRIP

DATA STRIPS
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